MCAT Tutoring Testimonials
“My tutor was extremely knowledgeable and is able to explain topics effectively. He was able
to tailor our sessions to my specific style, which helped a lot, and also was able to help me
improve on test-taking strategies, and approaches that allowed me to make a big jump in my
performance. Highly recommend Mac. He was willing to go the extra mile and clearly
genuinely cared about my performance and my thoughts/emotions. Great tutor and even
better guy.” Lukas G. (student), Princeton University
“Not only is her knowledge of the subject material outstanding, Weike was a great person to
work with because she kept me grounded. I'm a pretty anxious person and Weike made sure
that I was calm and always assured me that I was doing fine even when I didn't understand
the subject material. She sent me supplemental material almost every week and kept track of
everything. Everyone at Cambridge Coaching that I had contact with was extremely
personable and really seemed like they cared about me and my progress.” Caity S. (student),
UMass Amherst
“There's probably not enough space to write everything I'd like to write, but suffice it to say
that Mark was extraordinary. Always reliable, always super hard working, always prepared-and always at a level I've rarely seen in people taking the MCAT, let alone an MCAT tutor!”
Michael H. (student), Harvard College
“Joe is a gem! Clearly such a good guy -- very earnest and genuinely interested in the success
of his students...Again, Joe was so great. I would definitely recommend him specifically to
other students. Very patient, organized, thorough, clearly knowledgeable about the material,
very supportive/encouraging. Also, Cambridge Coaching management was very accessible
and helpful throughout the way.” Ana R. (student), Williams College
“My tutor totally helped me visualize what I needed to do, set goals, and keep me on a
schedule of preparing for the MCAT. I am someone who really needs specific short-term
goals, and he really helped me check off things in the short term. He also did a fantastic job
of explaining a different way of going about thinking about the questions on the exam. I felt
that at the end of our time together I was no longer worried about the exam, and was instead
excited about the challenge that the questions posed.” Jack K. (student),Tufts University
“Cambridge Coaching is the best tutoring service on the market. The amount of freedom,
flexibility, convenience and competent scholarly tutors is unmatched.” Aziz K. (student),
Connecticut
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